A previously proposed theory of leptonic weak and electromagnetic interactions is found to be free of the divergence difficulties present in conventional models. The experimental implications of this theory and its extension to hadrons are briefly discussed.
the photon) associated with unbroken symmetries.
In the proposed theory, this procedure was applied to the gauge group SU(2)~8 I', and resulted in a model involving electrons, electron-type neutrinos, charged intermediate bosons (W"), neutral intermediate bosons (Zp), photons (+p), and massive neutral scalar mesons ((p) , with an interaction of the form "", [ gz" gx"-][w~(s"w"' -s"w"') w»-(s"w"e"w-,)+ s~(w"w"t w"w"t)] g+g "w"w"'(gz, gw, )(g-z. gw. )(~-~"q& q»q-)-+ [~w"w-~' -(w"w») ] +F(y) -'gee --, ' (y'+ X2y)[( g' +g")Z"Z"+2g'W"w»] Here E(y) is a fourth-order polynomial in y (chosen so that (y), =0), andg and g' are independent coupling constants. The electronic charge e weak coupling constant G, and vector meson masses are given by the formulas e=gg'l(g'+g")", GI~2=-'y'"
=&(g'+g")"I2.
At the time that this theory was proposed, its renormalizability was still a matter of conjecture. Inspection of (4) and (5) 
